We show that a variety of quasi-phase-matched structures with engineered patterns can potentially be used for soliton control in quadratic nonlinear media. We study geometries with dislocations, tilts, and wells and predict spatial switching between different output soliton states. Experimental implementation conditions are discussed.
Quasi-phase matching (QPM) is a major alternative to conventional phase matching in many applications based on parametric wave interaction in quadratic nonlinear media. 1, 2 Besides other advantages, QPM allows tailoring of the nonlinearity of material to form relatively complex structures. This opens a whole range of new possibilities, which have become experimentally feasible with the progress in the use of periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN). For example, pulse compression in frequency-conversion schemes in longitudinally chirped quasi-phasematched gratings has been observed, 3 and transverse quasi-phase-matched gratings have been made both for shaping of second-harmonic beams 4 and to extend the spectral coverage of optical parametric oscillators. 5 Engineered QPM patterns also hold great promise for use in soliton systems. In particular, soliton-based signal compression and shaping in quasiphase-matched structures with longitudinal chirps 6 and spatial soliton switching in settings with transverse variations of the phase mismatch, which might be implemented with QPM, have been predicted. 7 It is our goal in this Letter to highlight the potential of a variety of nonuniform QPM geometries for solitoncontrol operations. We specif ically propose a family of schemes to control the transverse output soliton location by means of quasi-phase-matched gratings with different transversally varying longitudinal offsets. We study three examples, dislocation, tilt, and well conf igurations, which are shown in Fig. 1 . In such cases the modulation of the quadratic nonlinearity is described by a function d͑z, x͒, which is periodic in z. This function can be expressed as the Fourier series
where q p͞L, L is the domain length, and d n are the Fourier coeff icients of the modulation function for z 0 0. We assume first-order QPM and study solitons in slab waveguides, but this analysis can be extended to bulk geometries. At the lowest order, in the slowly varying envelope approximation the governing equations for the fundamental frequency (FF) and the second-harmonic (SH) waves are
where u pz 0 ͞L and b Dk e k 1 h 2 . Here Dk e Dk 2 q, where Dk 2k 1 2 k 2 and k 1 and k 2 are the wave numbers at each frequency, is the effective wave-vector mismatch, and h is the beam width. The longitudinal and the transverse coordinates are given by j z͑͞2l d ͒ and s x͞h, respectively, where l d is the fundamental diffraction length. The effect of the phase rotation on the soliton dynamics is best illuminated by introduction of the transformation A 1 a 1 , A 2 a 2 exp͑iu͒, which gives the following dynamic equations:
withb b 1 1͞4͓u 0 ͑s͔͒ 2 1 u 00 ͑s͒, andd 1͞2u 0 ͑s͒. The primes on u͑s͒ denote derivatives. Thus the phase rotation induces an effective phase mismatchb and an effective walk-offd that vary in the transverse direction. Despite the last term ofb, which seems to be dissipative, Eqs. (3) conserve the power, I R2`j A 1 j 2 1 jA 2 j 2 ds, and the Hamiltonian,
Our interest is in manipulating and controlling the soliton dynamics in the transverse direction by engineering the phase rotation u͑s͒ of the quasi-phase-matched grating. This control could be accomplished by tailoring of the real part ofb͑s͒, which acts directly as a guiding potential for the SH wave. However, the effects of the accompanying termsd͑s͒ and Im͓b͑s͔͒ are more intricate. Considering Re͓b͑s͔͒ alone, we find that the dislocated gratings contain an effective deltalike impurity, the tilted gratings of the tilt configuration bring about an effective phase-mismatch interface, and the well geometry contains an effective guiding potential well. We first study the dislocation conf iguration and set u͑s͒ DuH ͑s͒, where H ͑s͒ is the Heaviside function. We made a series of numerical simulations of Eqs. (2), in which we launched either a soliton or a Gaussianshaped beam in the region s , 0 and directed it toward the dislocation. The generated solitons were found either to tunnel through or to bounce back, with the specif ic outcome of the interaction depending on all parameters: soliton energy, soliton velocity, b, and Du. Figure 2 shows representative examples of the results of solitons colliding with dislocations when b 0. In Fig. 2(a) a soliton is launched with input power I 40 and different velocities. At low velocities the soliton bounces back, whereas at high velocities the soliton tunnels through the phase-mismatch dislocation with negligible radiation losses. It is worth recalling that such dislocation stems from the quasi-phase-matched grating and thus does not affect linear waves. This is in contrast with the interaction of solitons in media with a refractive-index interface. 2 ͒, and no input SH. Figure 2(c) shows the bouncing at low velocities and tunneling at high velocities with a fixed input amplitude A, and Fig. 2(d) shows the power-dependent switching. Similar qualitative behavior was observed for other values of b and I . By and large, we found that the critical velocity v c at which the soliton starts to bounce back at the dislocation decreases with wave-vector mismatch jbj and increases with input power. We also conf irmed in additional simulations that the switching from tunneling to bouncing does not depend critically on the exact shape of the dislocation. In particular, such switching was also found with smooth steps with finite widths.
The tilt conf iguration yields u͑s͒ DusH ͑s͒, where Du ph͞L tan a is related to the physical angle, a, with respect to the transverse axis of the quasiphase-matched grating. The shape of u͑s͒ generates simple steps in bothb andd at s 0. Similar to the dislocation configuration, we found that the solitons cross the step at high velocities and bounce at low velocities. However, in the case of the tilt the solitons that cross the step experience a nonzero effective walkoff. For fixed velocities, solitons cross at low powers and bounce at high powers. In Fig. 3(a) this powerdependent switching is illustrated. The input velocity is v , 0.42, and Du 2. The output soliton velocity can be estimated from conservation of I and H , assuming that radiation losses are small, as follows: for , where H 0 corresponds to the zero-velocity solitons. 10 At s . 0 there is a nonvanishing induced walk-off; thus if a soliton tunnels through the phase-mismatch interface it must transform into a walking soliton.
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The Hamiltonian of such a soliton, H . ͑b,d, v . , I ͒, has a complicated dependence on the parameters but can be determined numerically. Conservation of H and I yields a Snell-like law for the process. In particular, the critical velocity, v c , at which solitons switch from crossing to bouncing, is found to be
Equation (5), which holds when the solitons cross, is compared in Fig. 3(b) with the results of full numerical simulations of Eqs. (2), with I 30 and different tilt angles. The figure shows the high accuracy of the estimate. It also shows that the presence ofd and Im͓b͔ lowers the value of v c . As mentioned above, the grating structure in the well conf iguration generates a potential well for the soliton through Re͓b͔. It can therefore be expected that the soliton can be trapped in this well. Figure 4 shows a representative example of such trapping for an input velocity v , 1, with b 3 and Du 4.
Next we discuss the conditions required for implementing experimentally the soliton switching that has been predicted. We focus on PPLN. However, other materials in which QPM has been demonstrated with slightly smaller nonlinear coefficients but with favorable features for our present purposes, e.g., a higher damage threshold at room temperature, such as KTiOPO 4 or RbTiOAsO 4 , might be also used. 1, 2, 12 In the case of PPLN, for a FF beam at l ϳ 1.5 mm focused to a width h ϳ 10 20 mm, one has I d ϳ 1 mm and a QPM domain length of L ϳ 10 mm. The soliton velocity is related to the beam-propagation angle f through tan͑f͒ vh͑͞2l d ͒. Thus, with the quoted values of the parameters, a soliton velocity v ϳ 1 corresponds to propagation angles in the range 0.1 ± 0.5 ± , and j ϳ 20 corresponds to a few centimeters. Our simulations show that soliton switching with such velocities occurs when Du ϳ 2. In PPLN, in the dislocation conf iguration this corresponds to a grating offset z 0 of the order of 5 mm, which is experimentally feasible with current QPM technology. In the case of the tilted conf igurations in PPLN under the above conditions, Du ϳ 2 corresponds through the relation Du ph͞L tan a to a grating angle of the order of a ϳ 20 ± . Such large angles appear to be diff icult to implement directly. However, they might be approximately made in a staircase fashion. Smaller angles of a few degrees can in principle be obtained with different material and light conditions, in terms of grating periods, operating frequencies, and beam widths, from those mentioned above.
In conclusion, we believe that the predicted switching operations, particularly in the case of QPM masks with offset dislocations, can be demonstrated with currently available technological ingredients. Here we consider solitons in planar waveguides, but the idea can be extended to soliton propagation in bulk and cavity geometries.
